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About This Game

Shoppy Mart: Steam Edition is the answer to the full grocery store cashier
experience that many have dreamed about, and dozens asked for.

Shoppy Mart puts you in the shoes of a grocery store cashier, where it is your job to scan items and stuff them into bags. You'll
be required to hand out flyers, chat up the customers, and ask for club cards all day, every day!

Here are some of the things you'll get to do in Shoppy Mart:

Nail the interview!

Deal with hundreds of unhelpful customers!
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Bag hundreds of groceries for people you don't like!

Get paid minimum wage!

Unlock new customers!

Burn all 45 produce codes into your head, forever!

Hot moms!*

Talk to people all day without having a real conversation!

Find all of the cheat codes!

*'Hot' is a relative term and as such, can not be completely guaranteed.
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Title: Shoppy Mart: Steam Edition
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Pezomi
Publisher:
Pezomi
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8

Processor: 1.2 GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128MB graphics

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution of 1024×600

English
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This is a great game to have installed for off and on sessions. It's simple, yet challenging. It doesn't require you to put in long
sessions. There's a lot of challenges and game modes to keep you occupied.. An enjoyable and uniquely written story that
successfully conveys the tense decisions of war. As someone who really enjoyed the Mass Effect series and sci-fi in general, I
can say that Mecha Ace gives a fresh take on the genre with its memorable characters.

However, the story falls a little flat at the end. Cultivating your stats is an invisible and sometimes contradictory affair, and
many choices near the end belittle your character. The epilogue I received was also too brief to feel empowering or particularly
satisfying.

Still, it's worth a try.. This game was great during the beginning, but sadly with the removal of the YouTube in-game integration
for custom songs and mapping, the game has gotten to be sub-par compared to other games in this field such as Beat Saber. It
saddens me to have to thumb this down but I just would not recommend this game over other titles that can give you a better
experience.. Even if its only $2, you won't get much out of this game. I saw the trailer and thought "This looks like a game I can
play when I'm bored or waiting." Instead, I get an experience where you can mash all the buttons for either side to get
unbelievable far in the game. Best VR Wave Shooter with Nice Story,Realistic Guns Reloading & Aiming,A Must Have
Game,Damn Those Creepy Wormsss. i cant use the map
. +Good soundtrack.
+Auto fight or manual.
+Equip gear automatically or manual.
+Graphics is nice.
+You can unlock all things without paying a cent.. Terrible game.

First, in any game like this you need to have tight controls, this game does not. The controls are floaty which makes simple
chores more difficult than they should be.

The level design is not good, this is not a hard game it is a trial and error game and there is a big difference between the two. A
hard game is something like super meat boy, you see the level laid out in front of you and you need to finish it. It takes practice
but ultimately you knew exactly what the obstacles were before you started, mastering the precise movements and timing is
where the fun and challenge comes in.

This game is nothing like that, this game has random deaths that you cannot see coming. For example, in level 2 there is a bunch
of platform steps for you to climb. Simple enough, and as you are climbing a rock appears out of nowhere and kills you. There
was no way you could have avoided that rock in time, but the next time you play you know not to jump on that platform until
the rock appears and bounces over your head. Once you pass the rock you get to the top and an enemy is approaching you. As
you jump over the enemy a spear comes flying in from off screen, shot by an enemy you could not see. Next time you get to
that area, you know not to jump.

None of the challenges I encountered in my time with this game were hard(note I played offline a bit so dont let the logged time
fool you) they just simply require you to die once so you know what not to do next time. If you are into trial and error games
like this then maybe this is for you, but comparing it to nes games or other hard games is simply not correct.

. Definately worth it. Fun, challenging, and very catchy.

i especially love the "Midnight Train" level, and now I find myself playing the game often just to hear that song...
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Summary: Nice idea, released too early.

Pros:
- Fairly original concept where you manage either a team or an individual in the world of e-sports
- The cartoon-ish graphics is reminiscent of Game Dev Tycoon.

Cons:
- Very little information, particularly if you don't play Dota2 or CS. For example, do you know what an AWPer is? Tough luck,
the game will never tell you.
- There are tactics and player stats... that have seemingly zero effect on whether you win or lose a game. It is completely random
to the point where this may as well be a clicker game.
- You can join a team but you'll never be picked (at least, I wasn't in the 3 hours I played)

. The comparison has been made before, but it's a good one so I'll make it again: Carried Away is like Poly Bridge but with Ski
Lifts. This game also has a few tricks of it's own, including varied level goals and controllable skiers, so it succeeds in presenting
an enjoyable new challenge that never feels like a rehash of a different game. Although I haven't finished it yet, it does seem
quite difficult, and some levels feel impossible at first due to how weak the materials are. In the end, when you do finish a level,
it offers a very rewarding sense of achievement from overcoming what you thought you never could. I still wouldn't even
consider riding on one of the ski lifts I built in this game, though.. Very fun game overall.

Pros:
-Great paint/color selections, the variety is endless and includes mettalic to matte paint variations
-Multiplayer, Random people or friends from steam can join you tag a wall
-Great Maps, Not sure if there will be more but I'm happy with the ones they have
-Replay, the replay buttom is awesome and is good for me since I record/stream the game often. I get to clip that fast forward of
me working on the graffiti art in 3rd person.
-built in music boombox is a good option to have if you don't have music
-diffrent spray tips and pressures to work with, making you have a better chance at creating your own unique graffiti style.

Cons:
-Mic volume, the multiplayer is cool but you can't hear anyone and there isn't an option to boost or lower their mic...
-Crashes, the game randomly crashes if I go to a new world or I load in with no hands etc. Not often but it does happen and it
sucks when I'm streaming.

Recommend?
Hell yeah I would recommend this game and I have to many other fellow streamers. (cough sponsor me please).
I played with streamers to randoms that joined my public lobby and it has been really fun. Great creative game that is relaxing
and fun. Do not be worried if you are not that good at first, practice makes perfect.. I immediately fell for this game when I saw
it. The fun, simple yet deep platforming mechanics, rich visual style, and fantastic music, all come toegther to make a
platforming experience I've never had before. The use of environment objects and certain enemies in stages to add more
"instruments" to the BGM is an amazinng touch. If you listen to the OST seperately you're actually not hearing all of the music.

Difficulty curve feels very fair and well-thought. Octahedron does a good job introducing you to new mechanics and obstacles
in a naturalistic way, without having to spell out exactly how each one works.

Geat value for its price.. This is the first strategy game for room-scale VR with tracked controllers. I finished this game and
there is a lot of content, a good number of well designed levels. I can very highly reccomend this game. The experience is very
good fan (kind of addictive). The overall experience is very comfortable: no nausea whatsoever. The art\/graphic
design\/animations are very nicely done, with a very good variety of characters nicley animated in a good looking and very
varied environment. You can teleport and also change size to enjoy both a strategic overview in "giant mode", and also become
as small as your soldiers to see the action close in front of you. The gameplay is actical, turn-based battles against in a story-
driven campaign. You can upgrade your units.
The negatives:
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On the negative side there a few bugs. Very, very few bugs as it ia a robust game, but I have mention one bug because it can be a
bit annoying: occasionaly, you cannot click to finish your turn and so the game is stuck. Because you cannot save in the middle
of a battle, you cannot undo, and because battles can last a very long time, you can see where the occasional frustration comes
from. But, I have to add, it is a rare bug: maybe once every 6 hours of play.
There are a few "quick wins" that the developer hasn't added yet to the game, and I hope will be added soon: multiplayer, and a
choice of difficulty levels: as it stands, each level is fairly easy to pass at the first attempt.. This Software is very good and fix all
my outdated drivers that makes my pc lagging like my audio driver before i installed this software sometimes the sound earape
but after i installed this software and update the audio driver the sound was very smooth
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